
Does size matter enough to inject stem cells directly into your penis?

Does size matter?

Can a man get bigger and could he do it via stem cells?

An increasing number of men around the world are paying a lot of money for stem cell “enhancement”
procedures. Such a procedure could put their health in danger as they strive to be bigger in that area. Men
are also more often writing in to this blog asking about this topic, weighing risks to potential benefits.

For example, this message I received from a guy that I’ll call Ted, who said I could post it if I changed his
name, tells the story pretty clearly:

“This is embarrassing. I’m having increasing issues with my wife about sex. She’s not a bad person, but
she wishes I had a bigger package and could last longer. Can a guy get a bigger penis using stem cells?
I’ve seen some ads on the web about this, but it is thousands of dollars and I don’t like the idea of
someone injecting me there. Sorry for asking. I feel like an idiot.”

From Beverly Hills to Bangkok for-profit clinics say an emphatic, “yes!”

Bigger penis. Bigger erection. Better sex life. All through stem cells. And stem cell sex-related “treatments”
for women too. If you have the cash to pay us.

Would this kind of stuff really work?

If you’ve got the necessary bank account to pay for it and can overcome the scary idea of injections or
other procedures on your genitals, you could try it, but there are very serious potential risks and little
published data to support doing something rather extreme like this. It would well make things worse
instead of better. Such risks could include complete loss of sexual function, nerve damage, infection, and
more.

Read full, original article: Stem cells sold for better sex part 2: bigger and better penis?

http://www.ipscell.com/2015/04/stemcellspenis/

